WESTERN ALLIANCE FOR QUALITY TRANSPORTATION CONSTRUCTION

MATERIALS REVISION REQUEST

REVISION TO:

Administrative Manual (Word) [ ] Registration, Policies, & Info. Handbook (Word) [ ]
Instructor Guide (Word) [ ] Participant Manual (Word) [ ]
Written Exam (Word) [ ] Presentation (PowerPoint) [ ]
Computer Based Training (Adobe) [ ]

Materials Dated: Location (page, slide, i.e.): [ ]

Why is this change or addition needed? (Use back of sheet if necessary)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Will the proposed change affect any other materials? Yes [ ] No [ ]
If yes, which ones?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Add / Delete:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

RECOMMENDATION SUBMITTED BY:

_________________________________________ Date:

Phone Number ______________________________
Agency _________________________________
Agency Qualification Committee (AQC) Review
AQC Chair name ______________________________

TTQP REVIEW

APPROVED [ ] DISAPPROVED [ ]
Reason for Disapproval: ______________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________